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Iñaki Sandoval

Iñaki Sandoval is one of the leading jazz pianists of
the Spanish music scene. After the success of his
first two records as leader, Sausolito (2005) and
Usaquen (2008), he now presents an exceptional
new album: Miracielos (2011, bebyne records),
featuring Eddie Gomez on double bass and Billy
Hart on drums.
Having graduated from Berklee College of Music
(Boston, USA) and the University of Nevada in
Las Vegas (Las Vegas, USA), Iñaki Sandoval in
fact began studying music at the age of 8 years,
in his hometown. A grant from the Government
of Navarra allowed him to move to Barcelona to
complete his studies in classical piano at the Liceu
Conservatory, and to also begin his training in jazz
music at L’AULA of Modern Music. Subsequently,
thanks to another scholarship, in this case from
AIE and Berklee, he travels to the United States,
where he completes his Bachelor’s and Master’s
degree. He has had as teachers pianists like Joanne
Brackeen, Stefan Karlsson, Dave Frank, Ray Santisi,
Paul Schmeling, Francesc Burrull, Iñaki Salvador
and Stanislav Pochekin, among others.
He currently resides in Barcelona, where he combines his artistic activity with teaching. He is director of the Jazz Department at the Liceu Conservatory since 2003, where he is a professor of piano
and improvisation.

His brilliant career as a pianist, in solo performances
or with his stable trio, featuring Horacio Fumero
on bass and David Xirgu on drums, has taken him
to perform concerts and master classes in Spain,
Europe and America. He also works with musicians such as Eddie Gomez, Billy Hart, Bob Mintzer,
Marvin Stamm, Tom Warrington, Rudy Aikels, Stefan Karlsson, Sizao Machado, Greg Badolato, Walt
Weiskopf, Peer Wyboris, Joan Albert Amargós,
David Mengual, Jordi Bonell, Victor de Diego, Jon
Robles, Llibert Fortuny, etc.
Iñaki Sandoval is a Steinway artist.

Iñaki Sandoval

“Iñaki Sandoval combines two essential features
for a jazz pianist: a flawless and transparent technique and an exquisite sensitivity”.
Miquel Jurado, EL PAÍS

“Iñaki Sandoval’s jazz is sophisticated and exquisite, elegant and serene. His music is like a creation
of Haute Couture”.
Pere Pons, JAÇ Magazine

“Iñaki Sandoval is one of the top Spanish jazzmen.
Good taste and risk show up from the first note”.
Miguel Ángel Queralt, JAÇ Magazine

“He is a brilliant composer, with an imaginative and
elegant playing, full of swing. Iñaki Sandoval is one
of the strongest jazz pianists of the country”.
Antonio Pàmies, El FINGIDOR Magazine - Granada University

“SAUSOLITO and USAQUEN put together the best
moments of Spanish jazz of the last years. Iñaki
Sandoval’s phrasing on the piano is delicate, confident and full of magic”.
Marcelo Espiñeira, ARG EXPRESS Magazine
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Iñaki Sandoval: “Miracielos”

After the success of his first two records as a leader, Sausolito (2005)
and Usaquen (2008), Iñaki Sandoval now presents his new album:
Miracielos (2011, bebyne records).

01. Prelude #1
02. Miracielos
03. Prelude #2
04. No Excuses
05. Prelude #3
06. Ya no quiero más ná
07. Prelude #4
08. Keep it Fresh
09. Prelude #5
10. Mr. Frank Martin
11. Prelude #6
12. Revolution is Coming
13. Prelude #7
14. Eternitat
15. Epilogue

Iñaki Sandoval, piano
Eddie Gomez, double bass
Billy Hart, drums

“Miracielos” is a step forward in Iñaki Sandoval’s creative evolution. An
idealistic and introspective look, rich in textures and dialogue within
the trio. The rhythm section flows naturally, with large doses of virtuosity, but always serving the beauty of music itself.
The album makes sense in its entirety, as a suite, with harmonies and
rhythms that are repeated in different contexts along it, bringing the
trio together and creating a unique identity. All the music is original,
consisting of seven main songs, each of which is preceded by a prelude
in different instrumentations: solo, duo and trio., It is inevitable, at times,
to be reminded of Bach and Ravel, but also Bill Evans and Keith Jarrett.

Iñaki Sandoval

In concert

Discography

Solo Piano or trio with Horacio Fumero and
David Xirgu:
Horacio Fumero was part of the trio of the great
Tete Montoliu for 20 years alongside drummer Peer
Wyboris, sharing the stage with musicians like Freddie Hubbard, Jonny Griffin, Danilo Pérez, Cedar Walton
and Benny Golson, among others.
David Xirgu has collaborated with most of the Spanish jazz soloists as well as international artists like
Mulgrew Miller, Fred Hersch, John Abercrombie, Chris
Cheek or Dave Liebman.

Sausolito (2005, AYVA Music)*
Iñaki Sandoval, piano
Horacio Fumero, double bass
Peer Wyboris, drums

Usaquén (2008, AYVA Music)**
Iñaki Sandoval, piano
Horacio Fumero, double bass
David Xirgu, drums

AWARDS

*USAQUÉN has been elected as “Second Best Spanish Jazz Record of the year 2008” by JAÇ
Magazine.
Jazz Granada Magazine has also chosen USAQUEN as “Second Best National Record of 2008”.

**SAUSOLITO has been included in the list of the “100 most important records” in Catalan jazz
history, elaborated by 25 specialized critics.
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